
Using this PubMed link while on-site allows you to access the full text of our journals or request the article by selecting the Osler icon. No need to copy & paste and once you submit the request it is sent directly to our mailbox.

Predatory Journals

Your research article is finished, now you need to select a reputable journal! In the past few years we’ve seen an increase in “predatory” journals. These are journals that do very little editing or peer-review, and often have a name that is similar to a reputable journal. The University of Toronto has created a checklist on identifying predatory journal publishers—http://intranet/workfiles/Library/IdentifyingDeceptivePublishersChecklist.pdf

Citation Managers

Need a program to help keep track of and insert citations into your articles? We’ve created a guide with information on Endnote, Mendeley, and Zotero https://guides.hsict.library.utoronto.ca/citation_management. There are website links and videos to help you get started using these programs. Please note these programs are for use on your personal devices.

Need Help Finding Articles?

Library staff are available to provide you with the tips & tricks to finding articles through our databases. Drop by or set up a time convenient to you!

EGH Library

Have you visited the EGH Library at its new location? We are located in the new hallway between the lobby elevators and Tim’s. The library is open 24/7 with your swipe card!

Library Staff

Janice Thompson ext. 58794  Anna Mann ext. 33334  Melissa Paladines ext. 29188

hsl@williamoslerhs.ca